Abstract -In the cloud, data replication strategies have been adopted by many geographical data centers in order to improve data availability, decrease the access latency and reduce the data communication cost. In this paper, we propose a novel data replication strategy to reduce the cost of data storage and transfer for workflow applications. In our approach, we partition data storage space into two categories, and classify dataset types into three categories. We also develop a data replication algorithm in the buildtime stage with different determinant levels of data dependency, access frequency, storage capacities of data centers, and size of datasets. The case study shows that our approach can significantly decrease the total cost of data storage and transfer for workflow applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, cloud computing technologies constructs a novel approach for massive data processing and storage owing to its higher processing performance, its lower cost of infrastructure establishment and its higher interoperability [13] . Nowadays, many workflow applications adopt cloud computing technologies as the basis of run-time environment in order to obtain a great value from cloud. But there are still some challenging issues for deploying workflow applications in a cloud environment. Some datasets in the workflow may be very large and quite expensive to move around when one task in the workflow needs to process data from data centers in other locations [17] . Moving those data may be costly, inefficient and infeasible for those workflows. The past research has proposed different solutions to this problem. Specific data placement strategies can reduce data movement and save data transfer cost among data centers by placing data to appropriate data centers [17] . Further, data replication strategy can decrease the cost of data transfer because efficient replication of frequently used data can also reduce the data movement and cost [12] .We argue that data replication is a multi-dimensional problem and multiple data attributes and environmental attributes need to be considered within an integrated approach. Hence, this research integrates access frequency, dataset dependency, storage capacity of data centers, and size of datasets together to develop the data replication strategy for each dataset.
Our data replication strategy is applicable at the build-time when initial data placement strategy is finished. We set three threshold parameters for dataset dependencies among datasets, access frequencies of datasets, and storage capacity of data centers. Dataset dependency among datasets and access frequency for each dataset are calculated as constraints of the dataset. At the same time, we use the threshold value of storage space to limit data replication to avoid overflow problems and ensure full task completion in the corresponding location. We also classify data types into three categories, fixed dataset, free-flexible dataset and constrained-flexible dataset, to construct a mapping between datasets and each data center. By adopting our strategy, we attempts to further decrease data movement and data transfer cost.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. Section III describes the system model of our work. Section IV presents the detailed steps of our basic data replication strategy and our build-time data replication algorithm. Section V demonstrates the case study and relevant discussions to evaluate our data replication strategy. Finally, Section VI addresses our conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In cloud environments, data replication strategy is the strategy of creating multiple data copies and storing the copies in multiple sites [12] . Data replication can help users save response time when tasks are being processed in the cloud, and improve the data availability [16] and reliability [6, 7] . It can also save the bandwidth consumption [2] , decrease the data access latency [5, 9] , and reduce the data transfer amounts, time and costs [4] . Appropriate data replication strategy is complicated in a large scale cloud system [11] . Data replication strategy can further be classified into two mechanism types, static and dynamic [12] . In [10] , a Multi-objective Optimized Replication Management strategy is proposed to balance the trade-off among five optimization objectives, including the mean service time, mean file unavailability, load variance mean access latency and energy consumption, to make a near optimal solution for data replication. In [3] , a Dynamic Cost-aware Rereplication and Re-balancing strategy (DCR2S) is proposed for knapsack problems in three phases, by determining suitable data file and numbers of data file replicas to replicate to an appropriate location, and determining additional required replication for satisfying available requirement, and data replicas placement. In [1] , authors proposed a data replication strategy to consider and optimize energy consumption, network bandwidth consumption and communication delay for geographically diversely-located data centers as well as inside each data center. In [15] , authors proposed a cost-effective data replication strategy with a consideration of access frequency and the average response time to determine whether the dataset should be replicated or not in cloud environment. In [14] , authors proposed a CDRM strategy as a cost-effective dynamic replication management scheme. They proposed a novel way to capture the relationship between availability and replica number. In [8] , authors proposed two QoS-aware data replication (QADR) algorithms. The first algorithm is to perform data replication and the other one is to minimize the data replication cost and the number of QoS-violated data replicas.
Although many parameters have been considered to determine and constrain the data replication in related works. These parameters are used in an isolated way with some simple parameter combination, such as access frequency and average response time [15] . This may cause storage overloading problems in data centers. As a result, the existing approaches may only work in specific contexts. A more general data replication strategy that integrates various parameters and attributes needs to be investigated in order to comprehensively determine the data replication and further balance between the total cost and the situation in actual environment.
III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Dataset Classification
In the previous literatures, many data placement strategies demonstrated that the dataset types are classified into two categories, fixed dataset and flexible dataset. A fixed dataset (
) cannot be replicated because of the constraints of its own attributes, for example, data ownership or privacy concerns, while a flexible dataset can be freely replicated among geographical data centers as well as inside data centers. This paper focus on the actual size constraints of data centers and further classify the flexible dataset into two novel dataset types, freeflexible dataset ( ) and constrained-flexible dataset ( ). These two novel dataset types and are corresponding to each individual data center in the cloud environment. A dataset can be classified to free-flexible dataset for data center when the size of dataset less than current available storage capacity in the data center . On the other word, it means the flexible dataset is freely replicated when the dataset is a for data center , Otherwise, the dataset should be constrained-flexible dataset for data center when the dataset cannot meet the size constraints of data center .
B. Data Storage Space Partition
With the combination of practical environment, data centers cannot arrive their peak storage capacity value as normal. Thus, sometimes it may only be utilized within a range of percentage of the total storage capacity. We partition the storage space of data centers into two areas, initial and generated data storage space and replicated data storage space, which aims to constrain the data movement with the constraints between the size of replicated datasets and current available data storage capacity in replicated storage space. A parameter Ω is adopted to partition the storage space into two space, one is Ω * for replicated data storage, and other is = -for initial data and generated data storage, where denotes the total storage space of data centers. The parameter Ω is an environment-driven variable and depends on the setting by each data center. A dataset can be classified to free-flexible dataset for data center when the size of dataset less than current available storage capacity within replicated storage space in the data center . It means the data replication should follow the size constraints as in (1), where denotes the current Available Storage Space of the data center, and denotes available storage capacity within replicated data storage space [18] .
Along with increased data storage amounts within replicated data storage space , we can repeatedly calculate the current state of storage capacity within replicated data storage space = -, where denotes the storage capacity that is currently consumed by replicated data.
C. Dataset Dependency and Access Frequency
We calculate data dependencies between each two datasets and access frequencies of each dataset as two of the constraints of data replication. The data dependency is the relationship between each two datasets and the access frequency is the frequency of access in a specific time duration. The data dependency between each two datasets and is defined as the number of tasks that use both and [17] . Each data dependency ( , ) can be calculated as in (2) .
( ) denotes the number of tasks in which use the dataset , and denotes the whole set of tasks in the workflow. Before the calculation of access frequency, we define the time interval of data transfer is same to that of data storage for simplicity of calculation and consistency of time interval. We calculate access frequencies for each datasets as in (3).
= / denotes the access frequency of the dataset , and denotes the number of access times of the dataset .
D. Cost Model
For any dataset , the total cost is the sum of data storage cost and the sum of data transfer cost as in (4).
= ∑ + ∑ Data storage cost depends on several parameters such as the specific data storage price of the cloud service provider, the size of the dataset ( ), and the storage time length . Data storage price of cloud service provider is often defined as γ per unit per storage time unit. Therefore, data storage cost can be calculated as in (5).
= γ * ( ) * Data transfer cost depends on the transfer cost ratio α per unit, the size of the dataset ( ), and the access frequency of the dataset , and unit of data transfer time interval which is equal to the storage time length in our calculation for simplicity and consistency. Therefore, data transfer cost can be defined as in (6).
= α * ( ) * * Therefore, as mentioned above, the total cost can be defined as in (7).
In our approach, we aims to save the total cost by changing pre-set threshold parameters of the values of dataset dependency and access frequency, and pre-set partition parameters of partitioning storage space.
IV. DATA REPLICATION STRATEGY AND ALGORITHM
Our data replication strategy is a build-time data replication strategy. In our data replication strategy, we assume that initial data placement has been completed by a specific pre-existing data placement strategy. The initial data placement is shown in Figure  1 . The set of datasets will be allocated in data centers based on the rule of data placement strategy. Especially, the set of datasets can be firstly partition into two datasets type, fixed datasets or flexible datasets, based on its initial attributes. Then they can be distributed to set of data centers in different locations in the cloud environment. After all initial data placement finished, we start to locate the intersection of tasks ( )∩ ( ), which use both datasets and , as shown in Figure 2 . Then we start to determine the data replication for each two datasets. In this stage, dataset dependencies and access frequencies are calculated among set of datasets . Then in our decision model, the mandatory requirement for data replication is ( , ) ≥ , where is the pre-set threshold parameter of the value of dataset dependency for constraining the dataset replication. Next, the access frequency of these datasets should be determined if either or satisfies ≥ δ or ≥ δ, where δ is the pre-set threshold parameter of the value of access frequency. The dataset for replicating need satisfy both dataset dependency and access frequency constraints as the primary determinant level of data replication. In the secondary determinant level of data replication, eligible datasets are compared with each available storage space in geographical data centers where the intersection of task sets ( ) ∩ ( ) located. The primary and secondary determinant level decide the data replication together as shown in Figure 3 Our build-time data replication alogrithm is shown as follows.
V. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION
We use a sample workflow in [17] as a case study to compare the cost change with and without our data replication adoption. Sample workflow is shown in Figure 5 below. Firstly, we calculate dataset dependencies among each two datasets in this sample workflow based on dataset dependency model presented in Section III. The resultant data dependency values are stored in a data dependency matrix as shown in Figure 6 below. Therefore, if we set the threshold parameter of dataset dependency = 1, we can find that several dataset dependencies in this sample workflow meet the dataset dependency constraint ( , ) ≥ , for example ( , ). We assume that the initial data placement in this sample workflow is already done by data placement strategy in [17] , which is shown in Figure 7 . It shows that ( , ) locate in , ( , ) locate in and ( ) locate in . Therefore, based on our dataset dependency constraints, datasets and can be moved because located in but should be invoked by task located in , similar to . Therefore we propose to replicate and to and respectively. We assume that every data center size is large enough for data storage and processing in both replicated data storage space, and initial and generated data storage space. And then we assume the pre-set access frequency parameter δ is 0 to meet all access frequency constraints for each datasets in different data centers.
Without our data replication strategy, dataset is stored in . Every time it is accessed by task in , it needs to be transferred from to during task runs. This is similar situation to .
To illustrate the effectiveness of our approach quantitatively, we use the dataset size value, data storage cost per unit per GB, data storage time and data transfer cost per unit per GB in Table I . The data storage and data transfer cost is based on and calculated from Microsoft Azure cloud storage services cost model in Australia East area. Apart from that, we assume that data storage time is only 1 month for simplicity. Finally, for the size of datasets and we assume they are in 20 GB and 15 GB respectively. Then, the access frequency of datasets and is assumed by us in 8 times per month and 10 times per month respectively. Situation 1: we assume the workflow application processing in the cloud only exploits data placement strategy.
In this situation, dataset will be exploited 8 times during its processing stage. We ignore the cost of other datasets because they will fix in their initial data centers and have a constant total cost during all task processing stage. It means the cost of dataset is the sum of the data storage cost of dataset in and the data transfer cost from to . This situation is similar to . Therefore, the total cost will be as follows:
per unit per GB
Situation 2: we assume the workflow application processing in the cloud environment exploits our data replication strategy after initial data placement.
In this situation, dataset will be replicated to data center before the run-time stage. We ignore the cost of other datasets because they will fix in the initial data center and have a constant total cost during all task processing stage, which is similar to situation 1. The cost of dataset is the sum of data storage cost for dataset in and destination data center , and data transfer cost from to in one time based on our data replication strategy. This is similar to . Therefore, the cost will be as follows:
It is obviously shown that the total cost have a big percentage decrease after exploiting our data replication strategy to compare with the total cost of only data placement strategy exploitation. There are obvious 69.36% decrease from 59.76 per unit per GB to 18.31 per unit per GB on total cost after exploiting our data replication strategy as shown in Figure 8 . As a result, we can find that our data replication strategy can significantly reduce the total cost of data management for cloud-based applications. In our approach, we set several values of parameters in the cloud environment for calculation simplicity. But our strategy can also implement in actual environment with different parameter values and workflow structures. The parameter value and the workflow structure are an important factor to influence the percentage of total cost reduction because our constraints of dataset dependency, access frequency, 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusions, data replication is commonly used to decrease access latency, improve data availability, and reduce data transfer cost by replicating data replicas to geographical data centers. In this paper, we propose a novel environment-driven data replication strategy for cloud-based workflow applications in a cost-effective view by considering the constraints of dataset dependency, access frequency, storage capacities of data centers, and size of datasets in the build-time stage. We use a case study to compare our data replication strategy adoption with only data placement strategy exploitation. The case study shows that our data replication strategy can greatly reduce the total cost of data management for workflow applications.
In the future, we will further consider run-time data replication strategy for workflow applications. We will also process the placement and replication of generated datasets to further reduce the total cost. Further simulations on complex workflows are also needed to evaluate our strategy under different scenarios in a cost-effective view.
